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Lab 1 - Setting Up the Lab Environment
In this short lab, you will set up your lab environment and learn how to start, use and stop
the nginx (pronounced "engine x") web server (http://nginx.org) that we will be using in
this course's labs.
Nginx is a small yet powerful web server that can be set up on your computer in under a
minute (you just need to unzip the archive containing the server binaries in the directory
of your preference; the file is self-contained and there is no dependencies!).
The web server has already been installed on your student machine and all you will be
needing to do to start serving you web pages is to copy the lab files into its web folder as
you progress through the course!

Part 1 - Understanding nginx
__1. Using Windows Explorer, navigate to the C:\Software\nginx directory.

LY

Note: We will be referring to this folder as as <nginx home>.
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You should see the following folders:

EV

The web server is the nginx.exe file that is used to serve web content.
The main nginx configuration file, called appropriately nginx.conf, is located in the
<nginx home>/conf folder and the access and error log files generated by nginx during its
operation, are located in the <nginx home>/logs folder.
Nginx serves web content from the C:\Software\nginx\html (<nginx home>/html) web
folder.
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In text below, we will refer to the location of the Web Server's root document directory as
<DOC_ROOT> which is specific to your Lab environment (e.g.
C:\Software\nginx\html ).
__2. Navigate to the C:\Software\nginx\html folder (the <DOC_ROOT>) and open the
index.html file located there using NotePad ++.
It is a regular HTML 5 page as identified in its <!DOCTYPE html> declaration.
Notice the
<h1>Welcome to nginx!</h1>
statement that we will use to identify the page on the test that follows.
__3. Close the file.

LY

__4. Open the Command Prompt window and type in the following command at the
prompt and press ENTER (execute the command):

N

cd C:\Software\nginx

O

This command will change directory to where the nginx web server resides (there is no
"traditional" bin folder!).

IO

N

__5. Start the nginx web server by executing the following command:

U
AT

start nginx

Note:

AL

This command will launch the nginx web server that starts listening on port 80 ready to
service our browser requests.

EV

In subsequent labs, we will be referring to this step as "Start the Web server"
__6. Open Google Chrome browser and navigate to http://localhost
You should see the nginx welcome page.

That's the C:\Software\nginx\html\index.html page we examined a few moments ago.
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__7. Close your browser browser.
__8. If you want to stop the web server, then in the Command Prompt window where you
started the nginx web server, type in the following command at the prompt and press
ENTER:
nginx -s stop

You may want to keep the web server up and running unless advised otherwise.
Note:
In subsequent labs, where necessary, we will be referring to this step as "Stop the Web
server"

Part 2 - Preparing the Lab Folders

N

LY

__1. Using Windows Explorer, navigate to the C:\Software\nginx\html\
(<DOC_ROOT>) directory.
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__2. Create two folders there: js and labs as shown in the screenshot below.

__3. Using Windows Explorer, copy the C:\LabFiles\js\angular.js file over into the
<DOC_ROOT>\js\ folder.
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We will be copying other files located in the C:\LabFiles\ folder in the
<DOC_ROOT>\labs\ folder as we progress through the course material completing
related labs.

Part 3 - Notepad++

The software bundled with this class includes Notepad++ (http://notepad-plus-plus.org/)
located in the C:\Software\NotepadPlus\ folder that you can use for text editing your lab
files. Of course, you are free to use any other text editor of your choice and preference.
Note:
In subsequent labs, we will be referring to the text editing step as "Edit the file in the
text editor" or similar references.
This is the last step in this lab.
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Part 4 - Review
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In this lab, we reviewed the main nginx web server operations command-line and set up
the web folders we are going to use in subsequent labs.
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Lab 2 - Objects in JavaScript
Although JavaScript is a "functional" language, it is possible to use it in an object
oriented way. The trick is not in using special keywords or declarations but more
declaring JavaScript functions so they will initialize a object instance when the 'new'
keyword is used. The "constructor function" in JavaScript is more of a declaration of the
entire state and behavior of the object instead of just initialization as in other languages.
In text below, we will refer to the location of the Web Server's document root directory as
<DOC_ROOT> which is specific to your Lab environment (e.g.
C:\Software\nginx\html or C:\Apache2.2\htdocs).

Part 1 - Verify Files

__1. Open a Windows Explorer file browser window.

N

__2. Navigate to the <DOC_ROOT> folder.

LY

In a previous lab you should have copied several files to a location where the web server
can locate them and return them as web pages. This section will verify you have the
correct files.

N
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__3. Using the File Explorer copy the C:\LabFiles\JavaScript folder to
<DOC_ROOT>\. This will create the <DOC_ROOT>\JavaScript folder.
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<DOC_ROOT>\JavaScript\object

IO

__4. Verify that the following sub folder is present:

AL

Part 2 - Implement Object to Calculate Prime Numbers

EV

You may have implemented a way to calculate prime numbers in an earlier lab. The
approach used there declared a number of different functions but the function that
calculated the primes was calling other independent functions and passing in the
calculated primes as a parameter. An object might keep this list of primes as an internal
property and provide additional methods to work with the list of prime numbers.
__1. Run the Notepad++ program or a regular text editor.
C:\Software\NotepadPlus\notepad++.exe
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__2. Once you have the Notepad++ program running (or another text editor if you
prefer), open the following file:
<DOC_ROOT>\JavaScript\object\objectPrimes.js

__3. Examine the current 'run' function near the top of the file. This has some code to
collect input from the user and a try/catch block that will have more code added later to
perform the prime number calculations.
__4. After the 'run' function, examine the 'displayPrimes' function. Notice this has code
to modify elements on the page with the results of the prime number calculation. In
particular, notice that a "calculator" parameter to the function provides the information
about the prime numbers, which is accessed using methods of the object passed in.

N
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__5. After the end of the 'displayPrimes' function, locate the comment that talks about
defining the 'BruteForce' constructor function. Add the following code in bold to define
the constructor function. Make sure to include the left curly brace at the end also as the
matching right curly brace is already at the end of the file.

IO

N

O

// COMPLETE - define the BruteForce constructor function
function BruteForce() {
// array for primes
var primes = new Array(0);
var numTests = 0;
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Note: This is a "constructor function" because it defines and initializes an object with
various state and behavior that will be used later. Notice the name of the function starts
with a capital letter indicating the purpose as a constructor function. This is a bit
different than many object-oriented languages that have "class" definitions.
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__6. After the two variables for the array of prime numbers and the number of tests, find
the second comment that starts with 'COMPLETE'. Add the code in bold below,
including the left curly brace at the end, to define a 'calculatePrimesArray' method on
the object that is being constructed.
// COMPLETE - define the BruteForce constructor function
function BruteForce() {
// array for primes
var primes = new Array(0);
var numTests = 0;

LY

// COMPLETE - define the 'calculatePrimesArray' method
this.calculatePrimesArray = function(numberOfPrimes) {
// add 2 to prime array
if (numberOfPrimes >= 1) {
primes.push(2);
}

O

N

Note: This method declaration is defined directly in the 'constructor function'. This is
another difference with object-oriented languages that would have methods declared in a
class outside of the constructor.
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__7. Examine some of the other methods that are being added as functions within the
constructor function, in particular the 'testForPrime' method which will perform a
calculation to see if a specific number is a prime number. Also notice there are various
'get' methods that will access various properties of the prime number array and number of
tests that were performed to provide this info to the displayPrimes function. You do not
need to modify these other methods but notice they are declared similarly to the code you
added to declare the 'calculatePrimesArray' method.

EV

__8. Return to the 'run' function near the top of the file and add the following code in
bold within the try/catch block.
try {
if (!ans || isNaN(ans) || ans <= 0 || Math.round(ans) != ans) {
throw new Error("Not a valid number");
}
// other logic added here
var calculator = new BruteForce();
calculator.calculatePrimesArray(ans);
displayPrimes(calculator);
}
catch (errMsg) {
alert(errMsg.message);
}
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Note: In particular note the 'new' keyword being used with the BruteForce constructor
function. This is what actually creates an object and uses that function to initialize it,
including the new methods that are added to it.
__9. Save the file but leave it open.
__10. Start the Web server.
__11. Open a Firefox or Chrome web browser and go to the following URL:
http://localhost/JavaScript/object/objectPrimes.html
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__12. Enter a positive number in the dialog and click the OK button.
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__13. Check that you get the expected output printed to the page.
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__14. Click the 'Try Again' button and enter another number of primes to calculate.
Check that the output is always correct and the list of numbers shows the correct number
and they are in sequence.

N
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__15. Leave the browser open for the next part of the lab.

IO

Part 3 - Use Prototypes to Override Functionality

U
AT

Now that we have a basic way to calculate prime numbers, it would be good to establish a
different way to perform the calculation. We could even let the user pick which way to
do the calculation and see the difference in the number of calculations that need to be
made with each to determine the more efficient way.

EV
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Although we could define a completely separate object, this would involve some
redundant code. We can still use an array to store the results and the other methods that
provide information about the results. Really all we need to do is to override the
behavior of the 'testForPrime' method to perform the calculation a different way.
We can use the JavaScript 'prototype' property of this new type of object to link any
instances created of this object to an instance of 'BruteForce'. This will establish a
"prototype chain" so that if any property or method is referenced but not found in the new
object type it will search the BruteForce object to see if it is available there.
__1. Return to the editor for the 'objectPrimes.js' file and open it again if you closed it.
<DOC_ROOT>\JavaScript\object\objectPrimes.js
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__2. Go to the very bottom of the file and add all of the code below for a new
'PrimeDivisors' constructor function. Make sure this code is not accidentally nested
within the curly braces of any other function.
function PrimeDivisors() {
this.testForPrime = function(numberToTest) {
var upperLimit = Math.ceil(Math.sqrt(numberToTest));
// loop until prime divisor is greater than upper limit to test
for (var i = 0; primes[i] <= upperLimit ; i++) {
numTests++;
if ( numberToTest % primes[i] == 0 ) {
return false;
}
}
// after loop number must be prime
return true;
}

LY

}

IO

N
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Note: Notice that the only thing this constructor function does is define another way for
the objects of this type to perform the 'testForPrime' method. The code for this method
uses references to the array of primes and the number of tests as the 'primes' and
'numTests' variables expecting they will be available.

U
AT

__3. After the end of the 'PrimeDivisors' constructor function, add the following bold line
to establish an object initialized as a 'BruteForce' object as the prototype of the
'PrimeDivisors' type.

}

EV

}

AL

// after loop number must be prime
return true;

PrimeDivisors.prototype = new BruteForce();
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__4. Return to the 'run' function near the top of the page. Modify the code as shown in
bold below so that the current code for initializing the 'calculator' variable is the "else"
block of a new if/else statement that uses a confirm dialog to ask the user which
algorithm they would like to use. If they click 'OK' the new PrimeDivisors type will be
constructed instead. Be careful that you have matching parenthesis and curly braces.
// other logic added here
if (confirm("Click OK to use the better algorithm" +
", Cancel for brute force")) {
var calculator = new PrimeDivisors();
} else {
var calculator = new BruteForce();
}
calculator.calculatePrimesArray(ans);

LY

__5. Save the file but leave it open.

O

N

__6. Return to the Firefox or Chrome web browser you were using to view the page or
open the following location if you closed it:

N

http://localhost/JavaScript/object/objectPrimes.html

IO

__7. Refresh the page to make sure the new code is loaded.
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__8. Enter a positive number in the dialog and click the OK button.

__9. Click the 'Cancel' button to use the existing BruteForce object type we know works.
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__10. Check that you get the expected output for the page.
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__11. Click the 'Try Again' button and enter another number of primes to calculate.
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__12. This time when prompted for the algorithm to use click the OK button.
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__13. This time you should get an error about the 'primes' variable not being defined.
This is expected and will be explained in the intro to the next section.

__14. Click the OK button to close the error alert dialog.

N

Part 4 - Properly Access Object Properties

LY

__15. If you want, you can click the 'Try Again' button, enter a number of primes to
display, and then click the 'Cancel' button to again use the BruteForce object to calculate
primes. This will still work so it is clear that the 'PrimeDivisors' object is where the
problem lies.
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The problem with the code in the previous section is how the properties of the BruteForce
object are accessed. These are declared as just JavaScript variables using 'var' and are not
really properties that would be accessible from the prototype chain. In reality these are
variables that are private because they are part of a closure and not available from outside
the type they are declared in.
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If we want them to be available we could define them using the 'this' keyword instead of
the 'var' keyword. Declaring them this way as part of the BruteForce constructor function
would make them properties of the object being created and accessible through the
prototype chain.

EV

__1. Return to the editor for the 'objectPrimes.js' file and open it again if you closed it.
<DOC_ROOT>\JavaScript\object\objectPrimes.js

__2. Go to the beginning of the BruteForce constructor function and modify the way the
two variables 'primes' and 'numTests' are declared as shown in bold below. Replace the
'var' keyword with 'this.' making sure to include the period and that there is no space on
either side of the period.
function BruteForce() {
// array for primes
this.primes = new Array(0);
this.numTests = 0;
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Note: This may be a little more familiar way to declare object properties when
compared to other object-oriented languages. One difference though is you need to
explicitly use the 'this.' syntax, it is not implied.
This syntax will add them as properties of the object being constructed instead of
variables scoped to the BruteForce function.
__3. Go through all of the code and replace any reference to the 'primes' variable with
'this.primes'. The code below shows an example of this but is NOT the only place you
will need to make this replacement. Also, don't simply do a "replace all" as there are
some places where 'primes' might show up but it is not a reference to the variable that
needs to be replaced. Make sure and replace references in the BruteForce and
PrimeDivisors constructor functions. You should end up with about 11 places, including
the original declaration, where 'this.primes' should be used.

N

O

N
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this.getPrimesAsString = function() {
var primeString = "";
for (var i = 0; i < this.primes.length - 1; i++) {
primeString += this.primes[i] + ", ";
}
primeString += this.primes[this.primes.length - 1];
return primeString;
}

EV
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__4. Go through all of the code and replace any reference to the 'numTests' variable with
'this.numTests'. The code below shows an example of this but is NOT the only place
you will need to make this replacement. Also, don't simply do a "replace all" as there are
some places where 'numTests' might show up but it is not a reference to the variable that
needs to be replaced. Make sure and replace references in the BruteForce and
PrimeDivisors constructor functions. You should end up with about 4 places, including
the original declaration, where 'this.numTests' should be used.
// Check all numbers lower than the square root
for (; modval > 1; modval--) {
this.numTests++;
if (numberToTest % modval == 0) {
return false;
}
}

Note: This is one place where prototypes with JavaScript is different than other objectoriented languages. In other languages you can often simply use the name of the object
property without the 'this.' in front of it to refer to the property. In JavaScript this is
always required to refer to the object property.
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__5. Save the file but leave it open.
__6. Return to the Firefox or Chrome web browser you were using to view the page or
open the following location if you closed it:
http://localhost/JavaScript/object/objectPrimes.html

__7. Refresh the page to make sure the new code is loaded.

LY

__8. Enter a positive number in the dialog and click the OK button.
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__9. Click the 'Cancel' button to use the existing BruteForce object type we know works.

EV

__10. Check that you get the expected output for the page.
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__11. Click the 'Try Again' button and enter another number of primes to calculate.

N
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__12. This time when prompted for the algorithm to use click the OK button.
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__13. This time you should not see errors but see the results printed to the screen. Notice
that if you asked for the same number of prime numbers the number of tests that was
performed was less.

__14. Click the 'Try Again' button and enter another number of primes to calculate.
__15. Again click the OK button to use the 'PrimeDivisors' algorithm.
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__16. You should see some very odd results which can include having an incorrect
number of primes, the sequence of primes restarting in the middle, and/or an indication
there were no tests performed. Keep going as the reason for this will be explained next.

__17. Return to the editor for the 'objectPrimes.js' file and open it again if you closed it.
<DOC_ROOT>\JavaScript\object\objectPrimes.js

O
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__18. Find the 'PrimeDivisors' constructor function and add an explicit call to the
BruteForce constructor function using the 'call' function as shown in bold below. Make
sure this is within the curly braces for the 'PrimeDivisor' constructor function but not
within the curly braces for the overridden 'testForPrime' function.

IO

N

function PrimeDivisors() {
BruteForce.call(this);

U
AT

this.testForPrime = function(numberToTest) {
var upperLimit = Math.ceil(Math.sqrt(numberToTest));

EV

AL

Note: The problem that you saw before relates to the fact that the array of prime
numbers was not being reset when using the 'Try Again' button and selecting the
'PrimeDivisors' algorithm multiple times. The line of code that sets the prototype
property of the PrimeDivisors constructor function only executes once, and any object of
the PrimeDivisors type that gets created will use the SAME BruteForce object as the
prototype, even though it will be a new PrimeDivisors object.
This is why the prototype relationship is not exactly like a superclass/subclass
inheritance relationship in other object-oriented languages. In other languages the
inheritance would make a new instance with all of the properties reset every time the
subclass is created. The prototype property is simply a link from the object being
created to another object.
By explicitly calling the 'BruteForce' constructor function within the context of the
'PrimeDivisors' object being created, you will initialize all of the state of the object, like
the array of prime numbers, correctly every time the object is created as a PrimeDivisors
object.
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__19. Save the file but leave it open.
__20. Return to the Firefox or Chrome web browser you were using to view the page or
open the following location if you closed it:
http://localhost/JavaScript/object/objectPrimes.html

__21. Refresh the page to make sure the new code is loaded.

LY

__22. Enter a positive number in the dialog and click the OK button.
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__23. Click the 'OK' button to use the PrimeDivisors algorithm.
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__24. Check that you see the expected output with no errors.
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__25. Click the 'Try Again' button and enter another number of primes to calculate.
__26. Again click the OK button to use the 'PrimeDivisors' algorithm.
__27. Check that you do not see any odd behavior and see the correct number of primes,
number of tests and a correct prime number sequence.

LY

__28. You may click the 'Try Again' button several more times using different values for
the two dialogs. You should see that you can switch back and forth between the two
algorithms to compute prime numbers and the behavior will always be consistent. You
should see that the PrimeDivisors algorithm is more efficient and this is more pronounced
the greater the number of prime numbers.

O

N

__29. Close all open browsers.

__30. If you are using Notepad++ then close all open files and then close Notepad++.
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Part 5 - Review

N

__31. Stop the Web server.

EV
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In this lab you saw some techniques that can be used to create object-oriented behavior in
JavaScript. In particular you saw that "constructor functions" can define how to define
and initialize objects when called with the 'new' keyword. You also saw that the
'prototype' property of an object type can be used to provide a relationship in the
"prototype chain" between two objects but it is not exactly like inheritance in other
object-oriented languages.
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Lab 3 - Getting Started with AngularJS
In this lab, you will learn the basic elements and directives that are part and parcel of
single-page AngularJS-driven applications.

Part 1 - Setting Up the Environment
__1. Using Windows Explorer, copy the hello_angularjs.html file located in the
C:\LabFiles directory over to the <DOC_ROOT>\labs directory.
__2. Start the Web server, if it has been stopped.

Part 2 - Getting to know AngularJS
__1. Open Google Chrome browser and navigate to:

IO

N

O

N

You should see the following content:

LY

http://localhost/labs/hello_angularjs.html

U
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__2. Enter John Doe in the Enter user name input box and 29 for the user age.

EV

AL

The page will get automatically updated to reflect your input. After you complete your
input, you should see the following output:
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Let's see how AngularJS achieves this up-to-the-character responsiveness.
__3. Open the <DOC_ROOT>\labs\hello_angularjs.html file in your text editor like
NotePad ++.
You should see the following content:
<!doctype html>
<html ng-app>
<head>
<meta charset="UTF-8" />
<title>Hello AngularJS!</title>
<script src='/js/angular.js'></script>
</head>
<body style='font-family: monospace'>
Enter user name: <input type="text" ng-model='name'><br>
Enter user age : <input type="number" ng-model='age' min='1' max='121'>

N

LY

<p ng-show='name' style='color:blue;'>User {{name}} is {{age}} years old</p>
</body>
</html>

O

Let's review the main elements of the page.

IO

N

1. First, we should note that hello_angularjs.html is a regular HTML 5 page as
identified in its <!doctype html> declaration. This page acts as the template of
our AngularJS-enabled application.

U
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2. The reference to the angular.js JavaScript library is made in the <script
src='/js/angular.js'></script> line.

AL

3. The ng-app directive in the <html ng-app> line tells Angular which part of the
DOM it should manage (the whole page, in our case; we can also limit its area of
control to a div element).

EV

4. The model is presented by two properties: name and age that are plugged into the
framework by the ng-model attributes of the input HTML elements. For the age
numeric value we use the number input element of HTML5 that helps with input
filtering (any user input other than a number between 1 and 121 (the range is
controlled by the min='1' and max='121' element attributes) will be discarded).
5. The UI (View) of the page is represented by the DOM (the input HTML
elements); the UI elements are mapped to the name and age JavaScript properties.
Note: This mapping (which happens transparently to the page author) is referred
to as data binding.
6. The up-to-date state of our model is echoed back to the user in the p element.
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7. The model state output (displayed through the p element) is controlled by the
double curly braces (the "User {{name}} is {{age}} years old" line) which
AngularJS uses as a delimiter for expressions outputting model values. Note: The
'{{ }}' delimiter is also called interpolation notation.
8. The ng-show='name' directive acts as a trigger for displaying the model state
output on the page. The trigger is fired (and content starts getting rendered on the
page) when the name model property gets its initial value (first character in the
user input).

Part 3 - Experimenting with AngularJS
By way of experimenting with our code, let's see how things are bound together in
AngularJS.
__1. In your text editor that holds the hello_angularjs.html file, remove the ng-app
directive in the html tag.

N

LY

After your remove the ng-app directive, you should have the regular html element:

O

<html>

N

__2. Save the file.

IO

__3. Switch to Chrome and refresh the browser view by pressing Ctrl-R
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You should see the following "AngularJS-free" page.

EV

What you see now is an HTML page rendered in the browser "As-Is" with no
intervention on the part of AngularJS. You just suppressed AngularJS altogether.
__4. Switch to the text editor and revert the previous change by placing the ng-app
directive back at the html element.
You should have the <html ng-app> line back again.
__5. Remove the ng-show='name' directive from the p HTML element.
The line should look as follows now:
<p style='color:blue;'>User {{name}} is {{age}} years old</p>

This change will disable the triggering of the message display when the name property
gets initialized with the first character entered by the user.
__6. Save the file.
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__7. Switch to Chrome and refresh the browser view by pressing Ctrl-R
Now you should see that the p element shows the message without model values (as there
are none yet).
User is years old

__8. Start entering your input, and see that the model values are displayed as expected, so
your change only affected a client-facing aspect of our application.
__9. Switch to the text editor and place the ng-show='name' directive back at the p
HTML element.
__10. Replace the {{name}} value with {{name2}}
This change references a model property which is not exposed to the user through UI.
__12. Switch to Chrome and refresh the browser view.

LY

__11. Save the file.

U
AT

IO

N

O

N

__13. You should see now that any input in the Enter user name input control is not
reflected in the model output (and only the age model value is being displayed).

AL

__14. Switch back to the text editor and revert the change from {{name2}} back to
{{name}}
__15. Save and close the file.

EV

__16. Switch to Chrome, refresh the browser view and make sure the page is working
fine again.
__17. Close the editor.

This is the last step in this lab.

Part 4 - Review
In this lab, you learned the basic elements of an AngularJS page: the ng-app, ng-model
and ng-show directives, as well as how to use the interpolation notation (double curly
braces) for outputting model values.
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